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Abstract—We consider maximum likelihood based beamspace 

time reversal beamforming for breast cancer localization.  We 

reduce the computational burden of maximum likelihood 

estimation through reduced dimensional beamspace processing. 

Beamspace processing also provides additional beamspace gain 

which contributes to suppress strong clutter effects. We collect 

multistatic scattering fields through FDTD simulation and 

further process it in beamspace for maximum likelihood based 

time reversal imaging. The imaging technique is used to localize a 

small tumor in a dense breast. It is observed that the proposed 

imaging technique can localize tumors unambiguously even in 

dense breast phantom.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation achieves superior 
imaging performance due to inherent possession of scaling 
factor compared to time reversal imaging [1]. Appropriate 
scaling factor helps to provide balanced images to identify 
scatterers far away. This is a desired factor in microwave 
imaging for breast cancer detection since high tissue 
heterogeneity significantly attenuates and distorts tumor 
response [2-8]. But maximum likelihood estimation is 
computationally intensive. In order to reduce the computational 
burden we use beamspace transformation [8]. Beamspace 
processing also provides additional beamforming gain to 
further suppress the undesired clutter scattering effects. We use 
a cylindrical transceiver array to obtain multistatic response 
matrix for a dense breast where a tumor is embedded. The 
scattered field from the breast phantom is obtained through 
FDTD simulation. Beamspace transformation is applied to the 
received signals prior to time reversal based maximum 
likelihood estimation. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows. We provide details about breast phantom and FDTD 
simulation and beamspace time reversal maximum likelihood 
imaging technique in section II. We provide results in section 
III followed conclusions in section IV.  

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND IMAGING 

We have used FDTD simulation to compute the scattered 
field from the numerical breast phantom. The scattered field is 
further processed to obtain the tumor location.  

A. FDTD Simulation Using Breast Phantom 

We have obtained anatomically realistic breast phantom 

from UWCEM phantom repository [9]. A tumor with 8mm 

maximum dimension is embedded into the phantom. The 

phantom is surrounded by a cylindrical array consisting of 115 

elements. The cylindrical array is formed by 5 circular rings 

where each ring contains 23 elements. A differentiated 

Gaussian pulse of center frequency 3 GHz with 3-dB 

bandwidth of 3.5 GHz is used as the excitation. The scattered 

field is collected along the coordinate axes at each array 

element. The grid size is set to 0.5mm in all directions and 

PML boundary condition is used. The simulation set-up is 

shown in Fig. 1. The blue dots indicate the array elements 

locations. The breast tissue dielctric properties are computed 

using single pole debye parameters [10, 11]. In order to reduce 

skin reflection the breast phantom and the array are immersed 

into a matching liquid. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Simulation set-up with breast phantom. 

B. Beamspace Time Reversal Maximum Likelihood Imaging 

The multistatic matrix resulting from multistatic 
illumination in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise 
can be expressed as follows [12]. 
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 is the noise variance. Now we use DFT based 

beamforming matrix B (3N×3F) for beamspace transformation. 
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Here, BY has a reduced dimension of 3F×3N (F<N) where N 

is the total number of array elements. We apply beamspace 

transformation in the receiving mode. 

The maximum likelihood estimation of scattering strength can 

be written as  
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Consequently the imaging function can be obtained as 
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where, G is the dyadic green’s function vector of background 

medium.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Cross section through estimated tumor location, (b) 

sagittal view. 

The imaging result for a dense breast phantom is shown in 

Fig. 2. The actual tumor location is indicated using the small 

red spherical inclusion. It is clearly observed that the highest 

intensity in the image very accurately coincides with the actual 

tumor location. We assumed an equivalent homogeneous 

background medium for time reversal imaging. Prior to 

beamforming skin artifact was removed using entropy based 

windowing technique [13]. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The proposed imaging technique has successfully localized 

a tumor in a dense breast phantom. The tumor location is 

unambiguously identified while little effect of clutter is also 

observed. The computational load is also decreased through 

beamspace processing. 
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